Abstract
Children are heavily confronted with advertising messages in their media environments. Given the emotional nature of contemporary advertising and children’s still developing cognitive skills, young consumers are hardly able to cope critically with advertising attempts. So that children are able to detect the persuasive intent, advertising disclosures are viewed as potential supportive measures to mitigate harm that excessive advertising might cause to children. However, the effects of advertising disclosures on children’s awareness of persuasion, i.e., “persuasion knowledge,” appear to be mixed. Moreover, scholars of this research field lack a consensus about what kind of determining factors play important roles in terms of children’s persuasion knowledge activation through disclosures. The present study builds on persuasion knowledge literature and investigates whether the factors identified in this research field can be also transferred to advertising disclosures. The results of a literature review of previous disclosure research show that disclosures might need specific ‘features’ so that advertising disclosures can be effective among children. Furthermore, not all children appear to be equally likely to grasp the meaning of disclosures. However, individual factors other than age might be more important in this context, including environment and situation. Finally, opportunities for future research are discussed.

Zusammenfassung
Kinder sind in ihrer Medienumgebung einer Vielzahl von Werbebotschaften ausgesetzt. Insbesondere Kindern fällt es aufgrund des starken emotionalen Charakters von gegenwärtiger Werbung und den sich noch entwickelnden kognitiven Fähigkeiten schwer, Persuasionsversuche kritisch zu verarbeiten. Werbebezogene Aufklärungshinweise werden...

1. Introduction

In recent years, the young consumer’s advertising landscape has changed immensely. Children today encounter advertising messages in various formats, including print advertising, commercial breaks on television, product placements within television programs, sponsored content by influencers on social media, or advergames on online websites (Rideout 2014). Especially in the case of embedded advertising formats like product placement or influencer marketing, it is hard for children to react appropriately to the persuasive content. Children, and adults, can have a hard time processing these messages on an elaborate level and even detecting the persuasive intent due to its hidden, emotion-based nature (Buijzen, van Reijmersdal, and Owen 2010; Nairn and Fine 2008; Rozendaal et al. 2011). Policy makers, consumer advocates, and parents are therefore concerned that embedded advertising targeted at children may result in an increased risk of undesired consequences such as parent-child conflicts, materialistic attitudes, and/or childhood obesity (Cain Reid 2014; Hudson, Hudson, and Peloza 2008). Against this background, a myriad of studies has revealed that exposure to persuasive messages embedded in entertainment media content can elicit unhealthy eating behaviors in children among other undesirable effects (e.g., Auty and Lewis 2004; Brown et al. 2017; Folkvord et al. 2015; Naderer et al. 2018).

In the context of unintended advertising effects on children, advertising disclosures (e.g., ‘this program contains advertising’) are viewed as potential supportive measures (De Jans et al. 2019; Hudders et al. 2017). In the last decade, scholars have
thus increasingly investigated whether advertising disclosures can help children to cope critically with advertising attempts by activating their persuasion knowledge (De Jans et al. 2019). However, based on the findings of De Jans et al. (2019), who comprehensively reviewed advertising papers from 2006 to 2016, advertising disclosures’ effects on children’s knowledge of persuasion appear to be mixed. Despite this finding, current research on persuasion knowledge still lacks a systematic literature review that focuses on advertising disclosures’ effects on children (Boerman and van Reijmersdal 2016). Additionally, we lack knowledge about what kind of determining factors have been covered by previous research and which of these factors play important roles in terms of persuasion knowledge activation and which do not.

Several studies with adult subjects emphasize that disclosure awareness measured through disclosure recall or recognition constitute preconditions that allow an advertising disclosure to have its intended effect on the activation of persuasion knowledge (Boerman, van Reijmersdal, and Neijens 2012; Boerman, van Reijmersdal, and Neijens 2015a; 2015b). There are also initial results about the necessity of this precondition in the case of children (Boerman and van Reijmersdal 2020; van Reijmersdal et al. 2017). As previous literature suggests, however, adults have a higher capacity to process persuasive messages in a more systematic manner than children do (Buijzen, van Reijmersdal, and Owen 2010). This indicates that the presentation of the disclosure might need special ‘features’ to effectively communicate their message and be recognized by children. Against this background, current research reveals that compared to disclosures used in practice, disclosures more appropriate for children (e.g., through the use of flashy colors and specific wording) not only increased children’s disclosure recognition, but also their understanding and liking of these cues (De Jans et al. 2018). The latest results on disclosures shown on audiovisual media targeted at all ages, however, indicate that disclosures used in practice are rather small, rarely consist of flashy colors and for the most part only contain a symbol with no further explanation (Spielvogel, Naderer, and Matthes 2021). Similar findings were found in the case of advergames targeted at children (An and Kang 2013).

Furthermore, children may not all be equally likely to grasp the meaning of disclosures. We therefore need to conceptualize which additional corresponding factors may be important to use in this context according to what has already been identified by previous research in this field. In order to do so, we can build on persuasion knowledge literature and investigate whether factors identified in this field can also be transferred to advertising disclosures.

When children are the audience, environmental factors (e.g., family environment) are considered to play an important role on advertising effects (Hudders and Cauberghhe 2018). This circumstance might also be an issue for advertising disclosure effectiveness. Furthermore, situational factors (e.g., involvement with the media
content) can influence children’s brand responses (van Reijmersdal, Rozendaal, and Buijzen 2012), which may also be true when considering how children respond to advertising disclosures. When following persuasion knowledge literature, environmental and situational factors not only explain advertising effects but also how children’s knowledge of persuasion is acquired and amassed (Nelson et al. 2017; Terlutter and Spielvogel 2010; Zarouali et al. 2019b).

There remains a special need to determine under which circumstances children are more able to activate their knowledge of persuasion when being exposed to advertising disclosures. Furthermore, revealing under which circumstances children remember disclosures at their best is of great importance. In short, it is imperative to specify the determining factors responsible for advertising disclosure effectiveness. The present study aims to conceptualize a path toward more understandable advertising disclosures for children. This conceptualization will be methodically achieved through a literature review.

2. Theoretical Background

2.1 Defining Persuasion Knowledge and the Dimensions Thereof

According to Friestad and Wright’s (1994) Persuasion Knowledge Model (PKM) persuasion knowledge refers to consumers’ general knowledge and beliefs about persuasion, which also includes advertising-related issues. It further relates to consumers’ ability to automatically retrieve and activate this knowledge. The PKM furthermore argues that on the basis of vast practical experiences that consumers gain with persuasive attempts, everyday knowledge of persuasion gradually develops over a lifetime (Friestad and Wright 1994; Wright, Friestad, and Boush 2005). In other words, our knowledge and beliefs about persuasion get more sophisticated and nuanced over time. In their theoretical essay on children’s advertising processing, Rozendaal et al. (2011) emphasize that this knowledge incorporates both a cognitive and affective dimension (for this distinction see also e.g., van Reijmersdal et al. 2017).

*Conceptual persuasion knowledge* represents the cognitive dimension and can be defined as individuals’ basic understanding of persuasive attempts, including embedded advertising messages (Boerman et al. 2018; Rozendaal et al. 2011). Based on various theoretical models of the child development and advertising literature (for an overview, see Wright, Friestad, and Boush 2005), this dimension includes several components, such as consumer’s recognition of advertising, understanding of the source, understanding of the commercial and persuasive intent, and/or understanding of persuasive tactics (Rozendaal et al. 2011; Zarouali et al. 2019b). In more recent literature, “conceptual advertising literacy” (e.g., van Dam and van Reijmersdal
“cognitive advertising literacy” (e.g., De Pauw, Hudders, and Cauberghe 2018; Zarouali et al. 2019a) heavily build upon the axioms of the PKM (Friestad and Wright 1994). In other words, these different terms are both at the heart of the same theoretical considerations and are operationalized by at least one of the theorized components of conceptual persuasion knowledge. Compared to persuasion knowledge, advertising literacy refers to advertising attempts in particular and thus excludes other sources of persuasion (De Jans et al. 2019; Zarouali et al. 2019a; 2019b).

Attitudinal persuasion knowledge, in contrast, represents the affective dimension of persuasion knowledge as represented by its two most important components: skeptical thoughts about advertising and general negative attitudes toward advertising (Boerman et al. 2012; 2018; Rozendaal et al. 2011). This, for instance, involves critical feelings toward advertising about the company’s honesty, credibility, or trustworthiness (Boerman et al. 2018). Current research has also added an ethical component that refers to moral facets related to advertising, such as reflections on the appropriateness of advertising (Hudders et al. 2017). In the most recent literature, attitudinal persuasion knowledge can almost be equated with “attitudinal advertising literacy” (e.g., Hoek et al. 2020), “affective advertising literacy” (e.g., De Jans, Cauberghe, and Hudders 2018; Zarouali et al. 2019a), or “evaluative persuasion knowledge” (Boerman et al. 2018). Again, these different terms refer to the same theoretical foundations.

Several scholars in this field build on the idea of a two-dimensional persuasion knowledge for two reasons: First, the cognitive conceptualization of conceptual persuasion knowledge alone is inadequate to illustrate the emotion-based nature of contemporary advertising targeted at children (Rozendaal et al. 2011; Hudders et al. 2016). Second, due to children’s nascent cognitive processing skills, young consumers are less likely to engage in a systematic persuasion process, which reduces the likelihood that their conceptual advertising knowledge is activated (Buijzen, van Reijmersdal, and Owen 2010).

Furthermore, advertising research indicates that consumers’ critical feelings toward the advertised content (i.e., attitudinal persuasion knowledge) can be activated once the conceptual dimension is triggered (Boerman et al. 2012; Boerman and van Reijmersdal 2016). This assumption is based on the “change of meaning” principle of the PKM (Friestad and Wright 1994). When consumers realize that marketers are trying to persuade them, they will disengage from the attempt. According to the PKM, this process is defined as “detachment” (Friestad and Wright 1994). On this basis, it is further assumed that consequences of persuasion knowledge activation can also be transferred to the brand, and in children this can lead to changes to brand evaluation and/or the purchase intention of the advertised brand (Rozendaal, Buijs, and van Reijmersdal 2016; van Reijmersdal and van Dam 2020).
2.2 Determining Factors for the Development of Children’s Persuasion Knowledge

The body of research of the last several decades indicates that various factors are responsible for the development of children’s persuasion knowledge. From a theoretical perspective, persuasion knowledge predominantly depends on the growth of social and cognitive abilities in consumers as well as socialization processes. This circumstance is theoretically known as consumer socialization (Buijzen, van Reijmersdal, and Owen 2010; Hudders et al. 2017; John 1999). This subchapter introduces the most important determining factors of the development of children’s advertising skills as identified by foundational and more recent studies. These factors are sorted according to individual, environmental, and situational factors.

Individual Factors

The investigation of the relationship between children’s persuasion knowledge and their age is well-established and represents the heart of most research in this field (John 1999; Lapierre 2015; Terlutter and Spielvogel 2010). When explaining the progressive understanding of advertising based on age-based changes, the vast majority of previous studies build on the foundational theories of Piaget’s model of cognitive development (Piaget 1929). These theoretical insights are also included in the model of young people’s processing of commercialized media content (PCMC) developed by the authors Buijzen et al. (2010). Their model delineates four phases in the development of children’s persuasion processing: 1) early childhood (up to 5 years old), 2) middle childhood (6 to 9 years old), 3) late childhood (10 to 12 years old), and 4) adolescence (older than 12 years). It is assumed that within each phase, children acquire advertising-related cognitive skills and social experience until children reach an adult-like level of these competences at the approximate age of 16 (Buijzen, van Reijmersdal, and Owen 2010; John 1999). In short, research presumes that with increasing age, individuals’ knowledge of persuasion also increases.

Over the past several decades, many studies have indicated that individuals’ knowledge of persuasive communication strongly correlates with their age (see e.g., John 1999). In this light, the authors Terlutter and Spielvogel (2010) also review research on influential factors for the development of children’s advertising awareness skills. Their findings showed that all the included studies that deal with age have shown a positive correlation with the achievement of advertising skills. For the most part, however, these studies concentrate on traditional advertising. When it comes to contemporary advertising formats such as product placements, existing studies indicate that children gain an understanding of these embedded persuasive messages around the age of 10 (e.g., Grohs et al. 2015).

Beside this ‘immutable’ supporting construct, previous studies identify further individual factors that might be also responsible for persuasion-knowledge development in children. More specifically, it has been asserted that scholars in this research area predominantly use age as a proxy indicator although persuasion knowledge has
been framed as a cognitive skill (Lapierre 2015). Other researchers thus investigate specific cognitive competencies (hereafter defined as ‘mutable’ supporting constructs).

For instance, it was shown that the linguistic competence of a child serves as a driving force for persuasion understanding, even when controlling for children’s age (Chernin 2007). Furthermore, Lapierre (2015) found that children who performed better on measures of Theory of Mind (ToM) were more likely to understand the advertisers’ selling intent (but not its persuasive intent). Children with higher ToM scores had a greater knowledge of the “beliefs about someone else’s mental state” (first-order beliefs) and of the “beliefs about someone else’s mental state regarding another person’s mental state” (second-order beliefs; ibid. 427). Other scholars also explain a delayed advertising understanding (assessed by increasing age) in part by the development of executive function skills (Rozendaal et al. 2011). In the case of more highly developed executive function, children are more able to inhibit attention paid to salient perceptual cues of advertising targeted at children and affective responses to advertising.

Environmental and Situational Factors
Although children’s individual factors have been a focus in the research of predicting the development of persuasive understanding, environmental factors have also been a subject of research. The literature review of Terlutter and Spielvogel (2010) on influential factors for children’s advertising skills concludes that there is also a strong influence of children’s family environment. This includes the broad social environment that is primarily determined by social affiliation and personal relationships between parents and children, which are predominantly shaped by the level of education of the parents and the parenting style.

A recently published study with a focus on contemporary advertising formats also shows that children’s environments significantly affect their ability to cope with embedded persuasive attempts (De Pauw, Cauberghe, and Hudders 2018). In their study, peers were most influential in terms of children’s conceptual and attitudinal persuasion knowledge. However, especially in the case of younger children, parents are important social agents who positively influence the development of children’s persuasion knowledge through educating them about the function of advertising (Zarouali et al. 2019b). In this light, the latest published studies devote special attention to the connection between parental advertising mediation and children’s persuasion knowledge (De Jans et al. 2019; Hudders and Cauberghe 2018).

Another important environmental factor constitutes the media itself (Nelson et al. 2017). Several studies about the field of advertising therefore investigated whether and how different advertising types and characteristics affect children’s knowledge of persuasion. For instance, a recently published study showed that children’s subsequent understanding of persuasive intent was higher for personalized social media
advertising than for non-personalized ads (Daems et al. 2019). However, the investigation of how children respond to embedded advertising formats such as vlog advertising is still in its infancy (De Jans et al. 2019). In general, it is assumed that children’s knowledge of understanding for contemporary advertising formats tends to be lower than for traditional formats due to its subtle nature (Verhellen et al. 2014).

Furthermore, recent studies examine how situational factors influence children’s persuasion knowledge. However, to my knowledge, such studies with children are quite rare when compared to other investigated factors. A study on advergaming and children’s persuasion knowledge found that game-related variables such as children’s experience of game flow was positively associated with their level of persuasion knowledge (Vanwesenbeeck, Ponnet, and Walrave 2016). More specifically, children who reported being totally absorbed in the game simultaneously reported greater knowledge of the game’s selling and persuasive intent. With regard to formats other than advergaming where children experience an intense state of complete immersion, involvement with media content might be a more appropriate variable (van Reijmersdal, Rozendaal, and Buijzen 2012).

Given this overview, it becomes apparent that various factors are responsible for the development of children’s persuasion knowledge. However, overall the current literature on children’s persuasion processing suggests that even if children possess persuasion knowledge, they may fail to activate this knowledge while processing advertising messages (Buijzen, van Reijmersdal, and Owen 2010; John 1999; Rozendaal et al. 2011). Thus, even if specific individual, environmental, or situational factors might support the development of persuasive understanding in children, this does not automatically mean that children’s knowledge is activated when they are exposed to advertising messages.

In their theoretical essay, Rozendaal et al. (2011) therefore call for a stronger emphasis on the distinction between dispositional and situational persuasion knowledge (referred to as “advertising literacy performance”). In the context of advertising, dispositional persuasion knowledge “can be perceived as an associative network of information nodes related to advertising” (De Jans, Hudders, and Cauberghe 2018, 403). Situational persuasion knowledge, in contrast, refers to consumers’ coping with the embedded persuasion tactic through knowledge activation (De Jans, Hudders, and Cauberghe 2018; Ham, Nelson, and Das 2015).

### 2.3 Improving Children’s Persuasion Knowledge Activation Through Advertising

**Disclosures**

According to Friestad and Wright’s (1994) PKM, consumers can only activate their persuasion knowledge if they recognize a persuasion attempt. Against this background, it is presumed that advertising disclosures (e.g., “this program contains
advertising") can trigger persuasion knowledge and prevent consumers from being subconsciously persuaded since the disclosure helps them to recognize advertising (De Jans et al. 2019).

Several scholars thus argue that children need to be cued about the upcoming advertising content (De Jans et al. 2018; De Pauw, Hudders, and Cauberghe 2018; Hudders et al. 2017). Compared to adults, children's cognitive skills are limited, which makes it even harder for them to process embedded advertising formats in a systematic manner (Buijzen, van Reijmersdal, and Owen 2010). Hence, the examination of how advertising disclosures affect children has become increasingly popular among scholars (De Jans et al. 2019). The latest research even seeks to determine and provide disclosures that are more suitable for children (De Jans et al. 2018). However, based on the findings of the authors De Jans et al. (2019), who comprehensively reviewed advertising papers from 2006 to 2016, advertising disclosures’ effects on children’s persuasion knowledge appear to be mixed. Despite this assumption, the current research in this area still lacks a systematic review that focuses on advertising disclosures’ effects on persuasion knowledge in connection with children (Boerman and van Reijmersdal 2016).

RQ1: What are the potential effects of advertising disclosures on children’s persuasion knowledge?

Additionally, scholars in this particular field lack a concise overview about which determining factors play important roles in terms of persuasion knowledge activation and which do not. Hence, one key aim of the present study is to define all the determining factors that have been identified by previous experimental research in the context of advertising disclosures and children’s persuasion knowledge. Furthermore, the present study aims to identify additional factors that might be important in this context. In order to do so, we can build on the persuasion-knowledge literature and investigate whether factors identified in this research field can also be transferred to advertising disclosures.

RQ2: a) What determining factors have been covered by previous advertising disclosure research on children and their persuasion knowledge,

and b) what additional factors might be important in this context?

Although brand-related changes (e.g., brand evaluation, purchase intention of the advertised brand, etc.) can be the consequence of persuasion-knowledge activation, these changes are not at the heart of the aim of advertising disclosures because “whatever the form, the purpose of the disclosure is 1) to help children recognize the commercial content and 2) to disclose its persuasive intent.” (Hudders et al. 2017, 346) Disclosure effects on persuasion outcomes are thus not the main object of the research of the present study.
3. Method

3.1 Research Process
In order to answer the research questions, a literature review was conducted. I performed an exhaustive search of published or accepted empirical studies that refer to advertising disclosures in connection with children and adolescents. I identified relevant studies by first referring to a review on advertising papers that included disclosure studies from 2011 to 2016 in connection with children (De Jans et al. 2019). Second, I performed a keyword search of electronic databases including ResearchGate and Google Scholar. I used specific keywords to identify literature that specifically focuses on children and adolescents (e.g., “advertising disclosures children”). Last, I reviewed the references listed in each paper.

Initially, a total sample of $N = 22$ studies was identified through this research process. However, some studies referring to advertising disclosures targeted at children actually investigate their influence on parents rather than children (Evans and Hoy 2016; Evans, Hoy, and Childers 2018). These studies were excluded from the sample. Furthermore, studies that do not test disclosure effects but instead focus on the appreciation of advertising disclosures were also excluded (van Dam and van Reijmersdal 2019). This procedure led to $N = 19$ studies being included. The sample size is comparable to similar analyses that have been done in this research area among adults (Boerman and van Reijmersdal 2016).

3.2 Sample Characteristics
The sampled studies focus on various advertising formats including social media advertising ($n = 8$), product placements in television programs ($n = 5$), online website advertising ($n = 5$), traditional television advertising ($n = 3$), and print advertising ($n = 1$). The included studies also address different developmental stages. The investigated children of these studies had a minimum age of five and a maximum age of seventeen, and the greater part of the sampled studies included children in the age range of nine to eleven years old. Table 1 offers an overview of the included studies.

---

1 Note: The literature review was concluded in June 2020 and updated during a revision process in October 2020.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nr.</th>
<th>Advertising Type</th>
<th>Stage of Development</th>
<th>Independent Variable(s)</th>
<th>Mediator(s)</th>
<th>Moderator(s)</th>
<th>Dependent Variable(s)</th>
<th>Effects of Advertising Disclosures on PK*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1   | Advergames       | 8 to 11 years        | Presence of a disclosure (no disclosure vs. disclosure) | -          | -            | Conceptual PK (understanding of persuasive intent, detection of persuasive agent) / Brand outcomes (recall, preference) | - No main effect of use of disclosures on understanding of persuasive intent  
- No main effect of use of disclosures on detection of persuasive agent  
Disclosure modality (visual vs. auditory vs. combined disclosure)  
- Conceptual PK (measures as in model 1) / Brand outcomes (recall, preference)  
- No main effect of disclosure condition on conceptual PK (no differences between visual and auditory disclosure)  
- No positive main effect of combined version (compared to visual and auditory disclosure) |
| 2   | Sponsored influencer videos | 8 to 12 years | Presence of a disclosure (no disclosure vs. disclosure) | Conceptual PK (advertising recognition, understanding of selling intent, and understanding of persuasive intent) | -          | -            | Brand outcomes (recall, attitude desire) | - Positive main effects of the use of disclosures on all components of conceptual PK (but only among children who correctly recalled seeing the disclosure) |
| 3   | Sponsored influencer videos | 9 to 11 years | Branded food product: Presence of a disclosure (no disclosure vs. disclosure); control group: Influencer marketing of a non-food product | -          | -            | Caloric intake of marketed snack | - |
| 4   | Personalized social media advertising | 9 to 13 years | Advertising type (personalized vs. non-personalized) | Conceptual PK (understanding of selling intent) / Attitude toward advertising | Presence of a disclosure (no disclosure vs. disclosure) | WOM intention | - The use of disclosures moderates the effect of advertising type on conceptual PK (conceptual PK for personalized ads is higher if a disclosure is present) |
| 5   | Sponsored vlogs | 11 to 14 years | Presence of a disclosure (no disclosure vs. disclosure) | Para-social interaction | Peer-based advertising literacy intervention | Purchase intention | - |
| 6   | Vlog advertising | 10 to 12 years | Disclosure types (platform-generated (PG) disclosure vs. no PG disclosure; influencer-generated (IG) disclosure: commercial interference disclosure vs. no commercial interference disclosure vs. no IG disclosure) | -          | -            | Conceptual PK (recognition of advertising, insight into the tactic of the brand, insight into the tactic of the influencer) / attitudinal PK | - Positive main effects of both PG and IG disclosures on recognition of advertising  
- Positive main effects of IG disclosure on other components of conceptual PK and attitudinal PK  
- No main effects of PG disclosure on other components of conceptual PK and attitudinal PK |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nr.</th>
<th>Advertising Type</th>
<th>Stage of Development</th>
<th>Independent Variable(s)</th>
<th>Mediator(s)</th>
<th>Moderator(s)</th>
<th>Dependent Variable(s)</th>
<th>Effects of Advertising Disclosures on PK*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Product placements and online banner advertising</td>
<td>6 to 12 years (eyetracking)</td>
<td>Disclosure type (six disclosure designs)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Visual attention</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10 to 11 years (experiment)</td>
<td>Disclosure type (existing vs. child-inspired disclosure)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Advertising type</td>
<td>Disclosure recognition / disclosure understanding / disclosure preference / conceptual PK (advertising recognition)</td>
<td>- Positive main effect of disclosure type on conceptual PK (child-inspired disclosure increases conceptual PK compared to existing disclosure)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Product placements</td>
<td>8 to 10 years</td>
<td>Disclosure modality (no vs. visual vs. auditory disclosure)</td>
<td>Conceptual PK (recognition of advertising, understanding of commercial source, and understanding of persuasive intent)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Brand attitude</td>
<td>- Positive main effect of disclosure condition on conceptual PK (visual and auditory disclosure increase PK compared to no disclosure; but no differences between visual and auditory disclosure)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Disclosure timing (before movie excerpt vs. during the whole movie fragment)</td>
<td>Conceptual PK (measures as in model 1)</td>
<td>Attitude toward ad format</td>
<td>Brand attitude</td>
<td>- Positive main effect of disclosure condition on conceptual PK (disclosure before movie excerpt increases PK)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Advergames</td>
<td>6 to 12 years</td>
<td>Advergame type (energy-dense snacks vs. nonfood products) and presence of a disclosure (no disclosure vs. disclosure)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Caloric intake</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>In-vlog advertising</td>
<td>7 to 16 years</td>
<td>Presence of a disclosure (no disclosure vs. disclosure)</td>
<td>Conceptual PK (advertising recognition, understanding of commercial intent)</td>
<td>Dispositional PK / age</td>
<td>Brand attitude</td>
<td>- No main effect of the use of disclosures on conceptual PK (dispositional PK did not moderate this effect; no three-way interaction between disclosure, dispositional PK, and age on conceptual PK)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Presence of a disclosure (no disclosure vs. disclosure)</td>
<td>Attitudinal PK</td>
<td>Dispositional PK / age</td>
<td>Brand attitude</td>
<td>- No main effect of the use of disclosures on attitudinal PK (dispositional PK did not moderate this effect; no three-way interaction between disclosure, dispositional PK, and age on attitudinal PK)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>TV and print advertisement</td>
<td>8 to 11 years</td>
<td>Food health warnings</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Visual attention</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nr.</td>
<td>Advertising Type</td>
<td>Stage of Development</td>
<td>Independent Variable(s)</td>
<td>Mediator(s)</td>
<td>Moderator(s)</td>
<td>Dependent Variable(s)</td>
<td>Effects of Advertising Disclosures on PK*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Advergames</td>
<td>7 to 10 years</td>
<td>Conceptual PK (understanding of commercial source and understanding of persuasive intent)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Presence of a disclosure (no disclosure vs. disclosure)</td>
<td>Purchase request</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Attitude toward ad format</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Presence of a disclosure (no disclosure vs. disclosure)</td>
<td>Purchase request</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>TV advertisement</td>
<td>8 to 10 years</td>
<td>Disclosure type (no disclosure vs. commercial intent disclosure vs. manipulative intent disclosure)</td>
<td>Conceptual PK (understanding of selling intent, understanding of persuasive intent) and attitudinal PK</td>
<td>Additional prompt (no prompt vs. additional prompt)</td>
<td>Product desire</td>
<td>- No main effects of disclosure types on conceptual PK - Negative indirect effect of manipulative intent disclosure on product desire compared to commercial intent and no disclosure through higher attitudinal PK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Product placements</td>
<td>6 to 11 years</td>
<td>Disclosure repetition (no disclosure vs. one-time disclosure vs. repeated disclosure)</td>
<td>Visual attention to placement</td>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Conceptual PK (understanding of commercial source, understanding of persuasive intent)</td>
<td>- No main effect of disclosures (both repeated and one-time disclosure compared to no disclosure on conceptual PK - Negative indirect effect of disclosure repetition compared to no disclosure and a one-time disclosure on conceptual PK through higher visual attention toward the placement (with no moderating influence of age for the relationship between visual attention and PK)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Product placements</td>
<td>9 to 15 years</td>
<td>Disclosure repetition (no vs. single vs. double disclosure)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Conceptual PK (advertising recognition) / brand outcomes (recall, preference)</td>
<td>- Positive main effect of the use of disclosures on conceptual PK (differences between no disclosure and double disclosure; no differences between no disclosure and single disclosure) - Both single and double disclosures increase PK (compared to no disclosure) - no interaction effect of use of disclosures and age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nr.</td>
<td>Advertising Type</td>
<td>Stage of Development</td>
<td>Independent Variable(s)</td>
<td>Mediator(s)</td>
<td>Moderator(s)</td>
<td>Dependent Variable(s)</td>
<td>Effects of Advertising Disclosures on PK*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 16  | Product placements               | 13 to 17 years       | Presence of a disclosure (no disclosure vs. disclosure) | Conceptual PK (advertising recognition, understanding of persuasive intent) and attitudinal PK | - | Brand outcomes (memory, attitude toward the brand) | - No main effect of the use of disclosures (both 3-second disclosure and 6-second disclosure compared to no disclosure) on recognition of advertising and attitudinal PK  
|     |                                  |                      |                          |             |              |                        | - Positive main effect of the use of disclosures on understanding of persuasive intent (but only among participants who remembered the disclosure)  
|     |                                  |                      |                          |             |              |                        | - No indirect effects of disclosure on attitudinal PK, mediated by recognition of advertising or understanding of persuasive intent |
| 17  | Sponsored influencer videos      | 10 to 13 years       | Disclosure timing (no disclosure vs. prior disclosure vs. concurrent disclosure) | Visual attention to disclosure / disclosure recognition / conceptual PK (advertising recognition) / attitudinal PK | - | Brand outcomes (attitude, behavioral intention) | - No main effect of disclosure condition on conceptual PK  
|     |                                  |                      |                          |             |              |                        | - Positive indirect effect of prior disclosure on PK compared to concurrent and no disclosure through higher visual attention to disclosure and disclosure recognition |
| 18  | Sponsored influencer videos      | 12 to 16 years       | Disclosure type (no disclosure vs. advertising disclosure vs. advertising and intent disclosure) | Conceptual PK (advertising recognition, understanding of persuasive intent) and attitudinal PK | Age | Brand outcomes (attitude, purchase intent) | - Positive main effect of the use of disclosures on conceptual PK (both disclosure types increase advertising recognition compared to no disclosure but no differences between disclosure types; the advertising and intent disclosure led to highest scores of understanding of persuasive intent)  
|     |                                  |                      |                          |             |              |                        | - Interaction effect of disclosure type and age |
| 19  | TV advertisement and website advertising | 5 to 11 years | Advertising type (TV vs. website); disclosure type (no vs. low-prominent vs. high-prominent disclosure) | - | Age | Conceptual PK (recognition of advertising) | - Positive main effect of the use of disclosures on conceptual PK (but no differences between disclosure conditions)  
|     |                                  |                      |                          |             |              |                        | - Positive main effect of age on conceptual PK (but no interaction effect of disclosures and age) |

**Tab. 1.** Overview of Sampled Studies. Notes: *Persuasion knowledge. If studies include more than one model or if a publication comprises a two-study design, models are presented separately. Not significant results are shown in italics.
4. Results

4.1 Potential Advertising Disclosure Effects on Persuasion Knowledge (RQ1)

Conceptual Persuasion Knowledge
A great amount of the $N = 19$ included studies concentrated on how advertising disclosures affect the activation of different components of children's conceptual persuasion knowledge ($n = 14$). These studies treated conceptual persuasion knowledge as a mediator or dependent variable and advertising disclosures as independent variables or moderators. Table 1 specifies the components of the conceptual persuasion knowledge researched within each study.

The results of these studies show that advertising disclosures only partly foster components of children's conceptual persuasion knowledge. More precisely, in several studies ($n = 6$), no main or moderating effects of the use of disclosures on the components of conceptual persuasion knowledge were found (study no. 1, nr. 10, no. 13, no. 14, no. 16, and no. 17). In contrast, a total of $n = 9$ studies perceived positive main or moderating effects of advertising disclosures on children's conceptual persuasion knowledge. These effects, however, are limited to specific components of persuasion knowledge. In other words, most of these detected positive effects only relate to the recognition of advertising (i.e., the first component of conceptual persuasion knowledge as in study no. 2, no. 6, no. 7, no. 15, no. 18, and no. 19). Furthermore, some of the included studies only found effects for other components, including children's understanding of persuasive intent (study no. 2, no. 18, and no. 16) and selling intent (study no. 2 and no. 4). Moreover, in two studies these effects only appeared among children who remembered seeing the disclosure (study no. 2 and no. 16).

It must be stressed that the measurements of these studies also differed, especially in the number of items, meaning that some studies measured a component of conceptual persuasion knowledge with a single item (e.g., study no. 4) while other studies depicted a specific component through several items (e.g., study no. 2). Furthermore, a large number of the $N = 19$ sampled studies used an index for conceptual persuasion knowledge that summarized several components. This also includes one study that revealed a positive effect of the use of disclosures on children's conceptual knowledge of persuasion (study no. 8). It must be pointed out that the use of such 'partial' and different measurements for conceptual knowledge (see e.g., Boerman et al. 2018) of course makes it more difficult to make a clear statement on how advertising disclosures affect children's conceptual persuasion knowledge.
Additionally, some individual studies also revealed the indirect effects of advertising disclosures on components of children's conceptual persuasion knowledge (study no. 14 and no. 17). These indirect effects of disclosures on children's knowledge of persuasion were mediated by the extent of the children's visual attention toward the subsequently placed brand placement (study no. 14) and by the children's visual attention toward the disclosure and disclosure recognition as a serial mediator (study no. 17). Whether these indirect effects turned out to be positive (study no. 17) or negative (study no. 14) was contingent upon specific disclosure characteristics, which thus become determining factors.

**Attitudinal Persuasion Knowledge**

Some of the sampled studies (n = 6) also paid special attention to children's attitudinal persuasion knowledge (study no. 6, no. 10, no. 13, no. 16, no. 17, and nr. 18). The authors Hoek et al. (2020) (study no. 10) report no main effects of the use of disclosures on children's attitudinal persuasion knowledge. Also, in the study of Rozendaal, Buijs, and van Reijmersdal (2016) (study no. 13), no disclosure effects for attitudinal persuasion knowledge were found. Instead, children's attitudinal persuasion knowledge served as a mediator for the effect of disclosure conditions on product desire.

Furthermore, the authors van Reijmersdal et al. (2017) (study no. 16) investigate whether children's conceptual persuasion knowledge (assessed by the recognition of advertising and understanding of its persuasive intent) mediates the effect of the use of disclosures on attitudinal persuasion knowledge. However, their analyses show no indirect effects. Moreover, the results of one recently published study by van Reijmersdal and van Dam (2020) (study no. 18) do not indicate that children's higher conceptual persuasion knowledge is automatically associated with higher attitudinal persuasion knowledge. However, depending on disclosure type, children's advertising recognition and understanding of persuasive intent (i.e., conceptual persuasion knowledge) improve in children in later developmental stages (middle adolescent), which ultimately results in higher attitudinal persuasion knowledge. In contrast, children who belong to earlier developmental stages (early adolescent) remain unaffected.

Also, recent findings of De Jans and Hudders (2020) (study no. 6) demonstrate that children's attitudinal persuasion knowledge (assessed by their skepticism toward the ad) was more activated when the influencer disclosed that there was a commercial interference of the brand as compared to no commercial interference disclosure (but not compared to no influencer-generated disclosure). These results again emphasize that determining factors might be responsible for the emergence of advertising disclosure effects.
4.2 Determining Factors for Advertising Disclosure Effects on Persuasion Knowledge (RQ2)

As described above, the literature on persuasion knowledge suggests the presence of factors that can increase or inhibit the process of persuasion knowledge activation and development in children. These determining factors can be divided into individual, environmental, and situational factors.

When examining determining factors for advertising disclosures’ effects on children’s persuasion knowledge, we can build on existing persuasion knowledge literature and investigate whether factors identified in this research field can be also transferred to the context of advertising disclosures. Prior to this, we can detect additional factors that also receive scientific attention in this research field (RQ2a). The results of the literature review are presented below according to the respective factors.

Advertising Disclosures Factors

Some of the sampled studies examined what kind of determining factors lead to advertising disclosure effects. This first includes advertising disclosures factors ($n = 11$). However, half of these studies reveal no effects of advertising disclosure factors on children’s persuasion knowledge. This includes disclosure modality (study no. 1), disclosure type (study no. 13, no. 18, and no. 19), and disclosure duration (study no. 16). Other studies show that specific advertising disclosure factors can affect children’s knowledge of persuasion both in direct (study no. 6, no. 7, no. 8, no. 15, and no. 18) and indirect (study no. 14 and no. 17) ways.

When starting with the direct effects, authors De Jans et al. (2018) (study no. 7) reveal that children’s level of persuasion knowledge differs depending on disclosure type. More specifically, a self-created disclosure suitable for children (through the use of flashy colors and other wording based on cocreation workshops with children) increased the children’s conceptual persuasion knowledge as compared to the existing disclosure used in practice. Furthermore, a study published by van Reijmersdal and van Dam (2020) (study no. 18) shows that both disclosure types investigated (“only advertising” disclosure versus “advertising and intent” disclosure) increased children’s advertising recognition as compared to no disclosure. However, the authors found differences between the two types of disclosures for another component of conceptual persuasion knowledge. More precisely, the “advertising and intent” disclosure led to the highest scores in children’s understanding of persuasive intent as compared to both the “only advertising” disclosure and no disclosure. This effect between the disclosure types was not found for children’s advertising recognition.

Moreover, a study of De Pauw and colleagues (2018) (study no. 8) indicates that disclosure modality and disclosure timing can affect children’s conceptual persuasion knowledge. Their empirical findings suggest that using both a visual and
auditory disclosure increases children’s knowledge of persuasion as compared to no disclosure. However, no differences between visual and auditory disclosure were found. Regarding disclosure timing, an advertising disclosure shown before the film clip significantly increased young consumers’ persuasion knowledge as compared to an advertising disclosure cue shown during the movie excerpt (De Pauw, Hudders, and Cauberghe 2018). Additionally, a study on disclosure repetition (study no. 15) indicates that the presence of disclosures can lead to an increase in children’s recognition of advertising as compared to no disclosure (Uribe and Fuentes-García 2020). The authors also found that advertising recognition was higher for double disclosures than for single disclosures.

As stated above, individual studies also reveal indirect effects of advertising disclosures on components of children’s conceptual persuasion knowledge (study no. 14 and no. 17). However, whether these indirect effects occurred was contingent upon disclosure repetition and timing. Regarding the latter, the authors van Reijmersdal et al. (2020) (study no. 17) reveal a positive indirect effect of disclosures shown prior to the branded content on children’s level of conceptual persuasion knowledge as compared to disclosures shown concurrent with branded content and to no disclosures. This effect was mediated by higher levels of visual attention toward the disclosure as well as by higher levels of disclosure recognition (serial mediator). In terms of disclosure repetition, the authors Spielvogel, Naderer, and Matthes 2020 (study no. 14) show that, through higher levels of visual attention paid toward the subsequent placement, repeated disclosures negatively affected children’s conceptual persuasion knowledge as compared to one-time disclosures and to no disclosures.

Individual Factors
When examining determining factors for the effects of advertising disclosures on children’s persuasion knowledge, individual factors have also been the subject of investigation (n = 5). More specifically, the moderating influence of children’s age has been examined in these studies. However, the majority of previous studies find no moderating influence of age for the direct or indirect effects of advertising disclosures on children’s knowledge of persuasion (study no. 10, no. 14, no. 15, and no. 19).

In contrast, the results of only one recently published study of the authors van Reijmersdal and van Dam (2020) (study no. 18) reveal significant interaction effects. Based on their findings, both of their investigated disclosure types (“disclosure of advertising” versus “disclosure of advertising and intent”) can increase conceptual persuasion knowledge among middle adolescents. In the case of early adolescents, however, only “advertising and intent” disclosures were able to improve their knowledge of persuasion. Hence, only a more detailed disclosure appears to be an effective means of alerting younger adolescents that the upcoming YouTube video of an influencer contains advertising.
Environmental and Situational Factors
Surprisingly, none of the sampled studies investigate the moderating influence of environmental and situational factors for the effect of disclosure presence on children’s knowledge of persuasion. To my knowledge, only one study examines the moderating influence of having a para-social relationship with the influencer (study no. 2) for the effect of conceptual persuasion knowledge on brand-related outcomes.

Figure 1 depicts the conceptual model of the present study. The conceptualization is based on the determining factors that have been covered by previous advertising disclosure research in connection with children (i.e., advertising disclosures factors and individual factors). It further includes factors culled from persuasion knowledge literature that might also be responsible for advertising disclosure effectiveness in children (i.e., environmental and situational factors). The potential role these factors may play in a more understandable disclosure on children will be discussed in the following chapter (RQ2b). Additionally, other potential factors that could be important in this context but have not received any scientific attention at this time are discussed. Therefore, this discussion outlines opportunities for future research.

5. Discussion
Based on the results of the literature review, a large portion of previous empirical research on advertising disclosures and children focus on persuasion outcomes. This also includes the activation of persuasion knowledge in terms of the brand to which children are exposed. It follows that it remains unclear which factors might be especially important in this context and potential moderators.
5.1 Advertising Disclosures Factors
The previous findings on how advertising disclosures affect children appear to be mixed and insufficient. Half of these studies reveal no effects of advertising disclosure factors on children’s persuasion knowledge. Other studies show that specific advertising disclosures factors can affect children’s knowledge of persuasion, including disclosure type and content, modality, timing, and repetition. These factors thus seem to play important roles for the argument that advertising disclosures can effectively communicate their message and merit more attention of scholars in the future (De Jans et al. 2019).

While a greater part of advertising disclosure factors examined were theoretically derived from disclosure studies with adults (van Reijmersdal et al. 2017), other factors such as the repetition of advertising disclosures were found to be especially relevant in connection with children (Spielvogel, Naderer, and Matthes 2020; Uribe and Fuentes-García 2020). Scholars thus need to specify other advertising-disclosure factors that might be relevant for young consumers. Against this background, the authors De Jans et al. (2018) aimed to create an advertising disclosure that was more suitable for children. By doing so, they paid special attention to the visual appearance of the disclosure. During cocreation workshops with children, an eye-tracking study tested various disclosure designs which differed in their visual appearance (e.g., color, font size) and format (e.g., symbols, exclamation marks). Future research is highly encouraged to test which additional visual appearances are most suitable for children.

Furthermore, it is advisable to test how the visual appearance of various advertising disclosures not only affects children’s visual attention but also children’s disclosure awareness, disclosure understanding, and knowledge of persuasion. Special focus should be given to symbols, especially when it comes to young children whose reading skills are still developing.

5.2 Individual Factors
In terms of individual factors, it becomes apparent that previous advertising disclosure studies in connection with children build on persuasion knowledge research. In other words, it is assumed that individual factors such as age do not only directly improve children’s knowledge of persuasion, while also moderating advertising disclosures effects on persuasion knowledge activation. However, in most of the included studies the effect of advertising disclosures on children’s knowledge of persuasion is not contingent on young consumers’ developmental stages.

Despite this fact, individual factors other than children’s age receive little to no attention by scholars in this research field. Age as a crucial factor for persuasion knowledge development might be less important than previously theorized (Lapierre
2017), especially in the case of contemporary advertising targeted at children (Nairn and Fine 2008). Therefore, individual determining factors other than children’s age might be very relevant to the success of an advertising disclosure in the sense of being both more understandable and more effective for children.

One piece of advice for future research is to focus more on ‘mutable’ supporting constructs than on ‘immutable’ supporting constructs, such as age. This advice builds on the literature on persuasion knowledge. The fact that scholars predominantly use age as a proxy indicator despite persuasion knowledge’s having been framed as a cognitive skill is thus called into question (Lapierre 2015). Therefore, when it comes to the question of which individual factors support or reduce the effectiveness of advertising disclosures in children, other factors should be examined. For instance, to my knowledge no study thus far has considered the moderating role of children’s reading skills on disclosure effectiveness. However, the wording of advertising disclosures currently used often comprises full sentences (e.g., “PP – This program contains product placement”) or only signal words (e.g., “PP – product placement”; see Spielvogel, Naderer, and Matthes 2021). This demonstrates that various advertising disclosures call for fully developed reading skills in consumers and in some cases where only abbreviations are used (e.g., “PP”) symbol comprehension.

Inspired by the authors Boerman, van Reijmersdal, and Neijens (2015a), another potential factor might be children’s disclosure familiarity. In their study, adult consumers’ familiarity with the use of advertising disclosures also increased the chance that the disclosure would be recognized. To my knowledge, this potential moderating influence has not yet been studied in children. However, children who are frequently exposed to advertising disclosures and are thus familiar with these cues may be more likely to be more aware of disclosures.

5.3 Environmental and Situational Factors

Compared to the factors listed above, there is a dearth of research in this field concerning determining factors that take the environment and situation into account. However, especially when it comes to children, environmental factors such as family environment are viewed as relevant influencing factors for both advertising effects (Hudders and Cauberghe 2018) and the development of children’s advertising skills (Nelson et al. 2017; Terlutter and Spielvogel 2010). This might also be the case for advertising disclosure effects.

Furthermore, situational factors such as the amount of visual attention that consumers pay toward the respective area of interest may not only be relevant for advertising effects but also for advertising disclosure effects. Eye-tracking studies in this context already show that the amount of children’s visual attention serves as an important mediator for the effect of advertising disclosures on children’s conceptual
persuasion knowledge (Spielvogel, Naderer, and Matthes 2020; van Reijmersdal et al. 2020). However, moderating situational influences have not been the subject of research thus far.

This circumstance may, however, neglect significant influential factors for advertising disclosure effects. Another potential influential factor that takes situational aspects into account is the consumer’s involvement with the media content. There is empirical evidence to support the idea that adult viewers who are highly involved with media content are also less likely to remember the disclosure (Boerman, van Reijmersdal, and Neijens 2015a). These authors conclude that the more viewers engage with a plot, the fewer cognitive resources remain for disclosure processing. Future research could also examine this assumption with children, perhaps, for example, by manipulating involvement (Matthes, Schemer, and Wirth 2007). When it comes to more contemporary advertising formats such as advergames, children’s experience of game flow may not only be positively associated with persuasion knowledge (Vanwesenbeeck, Ponnet, and Walrave 2016) but also explain the effects of advertising disclosures.

5.4 The Important Role of Disclosure Awareness
Finally, it must be pointed out that the results of two of the sampled studies indicate that advertising disclosures affect several components of conceptual persuasion knowledge but only among the children who correctly remembered seeing the disclosure (Boerman and van Reijmersdal 2020; van Reijmersdal et al. 2017). Furthermore, disclosure recognition appears to serve as a mediator for advertising disclosures’ effect on children’s persuasion knowledge (van Reijmersdal et al. 2020).

These results emphasize that disclosure awareness constitutes a precondition that ensures that an advertising disclosure can have its intended effect on the activation of persuasion knowledge. Studies with adults also emphasize the necessity of disclosure awareness for advertising disclosure effects (Boerman, van Reijmersdal, and Neijens 2012; Boerman, van Reijmersdal, and Neijens 2015a; 2015b). Future research should therefore consider disclosure awareness in more detail.
Fig. 2.: Overview of Potential Determining Factors for Advertising Disclosures Effectiveness on Children. Source: Author. Note: "Determining factors that have not yet been tested in the context of advertising disclosures and children's persuasion knowledge.

Figure 2 summarizes the findings and gives an overview of potential determining factors for advertising disclosures' effectiveness on children (assessed by conceptual and attitudinal persuasion knowledge activation). Based on the findings of this literature review of advertising disclosure studies in connection with children, there is a scientific focus on advertising disclosures (factors) and their effects on persuasion outcomes, including children's persuasion knowledge (grey arrow).

Furthermore, Figure 2 depicts all the determining factors that have been addressed in previous research and contains additional identified factors that may be important in this context (shown in italics). Moreover, it is assumed that some factors interact with each other (double-headed arrows). Against this backdrop, several studies pay attention to the interaction effects of advertising disclosures (factors) and individual factors (i.e., age) on children's knowledge of persuasion (e.g., Hoek et al. 2020). Interestingly, one study investigates the interaction between advertising type and the use of disclosures on children's persuasion knowledge (Daems et al. 2019). Although the authors do not examine specific advertising disclosure characteristics, they pay attention to the interplay of disclosures and environmental factors and how this interaction affects children's knowledge of persuasion.

Moreover, in Spielvogel, Naderer, and Matthes (2020), situational factors such as the amount of visual attention children give to the commercial are viewed as important mediators for the effects of disclosures on children's persuasion knowledge. However, situational factors may not only constitute mediators but may also moderate the effects of advertising disclosures (factors) on children's persuasion knowledge. In this light, for instance, Vanwesenbeeck et al. (2016) show that children's experience of game flow is positively associated with children's knowledge of persuasion.
6. Conclusion

The present study presents several scientific implications. In summary, the findings of this literature review indicate that advertising disclosures only partly foster components of children’s conceptual persuasion knowledge. That is, some studies reveal positive effects while other found no effects whatsoever. However, these derived effects are only limited to specific components of persuasion knowledge (i.e., usually the first component of conceptual persuasion knowledge, namely recognition of advertising). When considering the findings for both conceptual and attitudinal persuasion knowledge, it is also apparent that determining factors might be responsible for the emergence of advertising disclosure effects.

Above all, future researchers are strongly encouraged to pay more attention to the investigation of the determining factors responsible for advertising disclosure effectiveness in children. Thereby, scholars will be able to build on and expand the proposed conceptualization of determining factors observed and proposed herein. Additionally, it is imperative that researchers provide empirical evidence for the additional factors theoretically derived and proposed by the present study. All of these efforts will enable the discipline as a whole to develop a more effective and understandable conception of advertising disclosure for children.
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